Academic Learner Fishbone Root Cause Analysis #1

Teaching/Teachers
Self- And External
Motivation/Student Sentiments

Student Health/Basic Needs

Anxiety about other
things

Who decides that an 8th
grader or upper school
systend doesn't have
"enough motivation" for
upper level classes? Based
on what information?

Resources

Always being told that
they're incapable of doing
something

Not having enough information or
help with considering
post-secondary options

Uneven teaching

Feeling labeled
early as 'needing
help'

Coasting by doing the bare minimum with no
one noticing

Not enough exercise

The pressure of MCAS and
grades gets in the way of
relationships

Bad experience with
teachers

Lack of motivation and
information
Teachers don't make
use of the 80 minute
classes

Not knowing the
importance of taking
higher level classes
Not coming to school
regularly

Kids with learning
disabilities aren't
getting the help they
need

Students kicked
out of classes
for behavior

Misconception of having too much
work in higher level classes
Bored and unengaged

Mental health

Some students don't see
themselves reflected well in
classrooms, on walls, or in
curriculum

Students learn more when
they are in relatinoship
with teachers and feel
valued

Teachers beliefs about what youth
are capable of (intentional or non)
affects students' motivation to try
and belief in themsleves

Fell behind when young and never caught up/got
discouraged

Societal messaging that
expects different
results/success for different
groups

Experiences with
teachers who have
biases (intentional or
non)

What autonomy do
tecahers have to make
curricular decisions?
What's in their
perview?

Teacers look to build relationships with
students outside the classroom leads to
kids want the teacher student
relationship within the academic
curriculum.

Problem Statement: All kids are not
achieving at high levels
Tracking
Kids with family
responsibilities

Societal messaging that
expects different
results/success for different
groups

Inequitable access to after
school and summer programs
Different preschool
experiences or lack of
preschool
Some students have
families who know how
to navigate the school
system and advocate on
their behalf and some
don't

The structure of the school isn't
conducive to learning

Not enough role models

School day is chopped up too
much
Goes home and watches TV
and video games

Society

Familial Issues

Resources

No supports outside of
school

School Structure

